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Abstract-Product recommendation is a business activity that is 
critical in attracting customers.Accordingly, improving the 
quality of a recommendation to fulfill customers needs is 
important in fiercely competitive environments.Collaborative 
filtering (CF) technique has been proved to be one of the most 
successful techniques in recommender systems.Two types of 
algorithms for collaborative filtering have been researched 
memory-based CF and model-based CF. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recommender systems have become more common among 
people and businesses in this current decade and are given to a 
diversity of applications. Recommender systems have altered the 
way people encounter the products of their interest and also other 
people. ‘Suggested friends’, ‘people you may know’,’users also 
viewed’,’you may like’ and so on are the results of recommender 
systems. Majority of technology companies depends on 
recommender systems for their revenue. They serve as fuel to the 
company. Recommender system makes use of data mining 
techniques and prediction techniques to surprise the users with 
suggestions of their interest. Recommender system discovers the 
hidden interest of the user and recommends the appropriate 
choices.collaborative filtering builds a model based on the user’s 
past behavior and also based on similar user’s behavior. The 
ratings for each product by the user is taken into account. Users 
who have rated the same products are considered similar users. 
Similarity computing algorithms are utilized to calculate the 
similarity values between users. This approach can be used to 
discover the hidden interest of a person and suggest him the 
products that he may have an interest in. Most of the e-commerce 
sites make use of this collaborative filtering approach to increase 
its sale. 

1.1 TRADITIONAL APPROACHES 

 Content Based Filtering 

Content-based recommender systems work with profiles of users 
that are created at the beginning. A profile has information about 
a user and his taste. Taste is based on how the user rated items. 
Generally, when creating a profile, recommender systems make a 
survey, to get initial information about a user in order to avoid 
the new-user problem. 

Collaborative Filtering 

The idea of collaborative filtering is in finding users in a 
community that share appreciations . If two users have same or 
almost same rated items in common, then they have similar 
tastes. Such users build a group or a so called neighborhood. A 
user gets recommendations to those items that he/she has not 
rated before, but that were already positively rated by users in 
his/her neighborhood.Collaborative filtering is widely used in e-
commerce. Customers can rate books, songs, movies and then get 
recommendations regarding those issues in future. Moreover 
collaborative filtering is utilized in browsing of certain 
documents (e.g. documents among scientific works, articles, and 
magazines). 

1.2 MODERN APPROACHES 

 Context Aware Approach 

Context is the information about the environment of a user and 
the details of situation he/she is in. Such details may play much 
more significant role in recommendations than ratings of items, 
as the ratings alone dont have detailed information  about  under  
which   circumstances they were given by users. Some 
recommendations can be more suitable to a user in evening and 
doesnt match his preferences in the morning at all and he/she 
would like to do one thing when its cold and completely another 
when its hot outside. The recommender systems that pay 
attention and utilize such information in giving recommendations 
are called context-aware recommender systems. 

 Semantic Based Approach 

Most of the descriptions of items, users in recommender systems 
and the rest of the web are presented in the web in a textual form. 
Using tags and keywords without any semantic meanings doesnt 
improve the accuracy of recommendations in all cases, as some 
keywords may be homonyms. Thats why understanding and 
structuring of text is a very significant part recommendation. 
Traditional text mining approaches that base on lexical and 
syntactical analysis show descriptions that can be understood by 
a user but not a computer or a recommender system. That was a 
reason of creating new text mining techniques that were based on 
semantic analysis. Recommender systems with such techniques 
are called semantic based recommender systems. 

Cross Domain Based Approach 

Finding similar users and building an accurate neighborhood is 
an important part of recommending process of collaborative 
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recommender systems. Similarities of two users are discovered 
based on their appreciations of items. But similar appreciations in 
one domain dont surely mean that in another domain valuations 
are similar as well. Users sharing preferences in comedies are not 
by all means like the same type of horrors Standard 
recommender systems based on collaborative filtering compare 
users without splitting items in different domains. In cross-
domain systems similarities of users computed domain-
dependent. An engine creates local neighborhoods for each user 
according to domains. Then, computed similarity values and 
finite set of nearest-neighbors are sent for overall similarities 
computation. Recommender system determines the overall 
similarity, creates overall neighborhoods and makes predictions 
and recommendations 

 Peer-To -Peer Approach 

The recommender systems with P2P approaches are 
decentralized. Each peer can relate itself to a group of other peers 
with same interests and get recommendations from the users of 
that group. Recommendations can also be given based on the 
history of a peer. Decentralization of recommender system can 
solve the scalability problem 

Cross Lingual Approach 

The recommender system based on cross-lingual approach lets 
the users receive recommendations to the items that have 
descriptions in languages they dont speak and understand. Cross-
lingual recommender systems break the language barrier and 
gives opportunities to look for items, information, papers or 
books in other languages. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A novel framework is proposed community discovery and 
context awareness. First, the features are selected based on the 
characteristics of the collected Cars dataset and then feature 
normalization and fusion are performed by finding the predictive 
pair of user and item and then find the similarity of user rating on 
item. Cars datasets are collected from the uci repository which 
contain the details of the cars with the feature rating which 
includes interior, exterior, build, performance, comfort, 
reliability, fun, fuel, and overall rating of the cars, which also 
contain the user details and the rating of users on 
cars.Preprocessing and classification are done using the weka 
tool which classify the datasets using the training sets of the 
datasets which shows the correctly and incorrectly classified 
instances of the datas.Clustering of datasets are formed using the 
k-means algorithm in which the cluster is based on overall rating 
of the user on items, based on ratings cars are clustered. 
Secondly calculate the similarity between the clustered datasets, 
similarity is computed using the cosine similarity which calculate 
the similarity between the user and the cars based on the features 
and then finally find the similarity of user rating on cars.Finally  
form the community based on the users and items similar 

characteristics and then include contextual pre-filtering and post-
filtering techniques for extracting the contextual information 
from the datasets, which enhance the feature of memory based 
CF and gives the better recommendations to the users. 
 
2.1 LITERATURE SURVEY 

Product Aspect Ranking A Survey 

 The process of product aspect ranking consisting of three main 
Steps: (a) aspect identification; (b) sentiment classification on 
aspects (c) Product aspect ranking. Given the consumer reviews 
of a product, first identify the aspects in the reviews and then 
analyze these reviews to find consumer opinions on the aspects 
via a sentiment classifier and finally rank the product based on 
importance of aspect by taking into account aspect frequency and 
consumers’ opinions given to each aspect over their overall 
opinions  

Combining Memory-Based And Model-Based Collaborative 
Filtering In Recommender System 

Collaborative filtering is used in recommender system. It mainly 
give  recommendations based on the past user behaviors.Analyze 
the collaborative technique and divided into two main 
approaches namely memory based and collaborative filtering. 
Memory based collaborative filtering mainly focused on finding 
the similarity between the users and the item and then find the 
similarity of user rating on items. Model based collaborative 
filtering mainly focus on find the system model and their 
preferences.  

An Improved Collaborative Filtering Recommendation 
Method Based on Timestamp 

It provide an improved collaborative filtering recommendation 
method based on timestamp, in this paper author mainly focused 
on the preferences of the user on item based on the time series 
and the threshold value should be maintained to improve the 
performance.  

An Improved Collaborative Filtering Recommendation 
Method Based On Timestamp 

It provide an improved collaborative filtering recommendation 
method based on timestamp, in this paper author mainly focused 
on the preferences of the user on item based on the time series 
and the threshold value should be maintained to improve the 
performance. 

III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS & DESIGN MODULES 

The following are the list of modules  
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 User Request 

 Purchase Portal 

 Server 

 FeedBack 

 OTP Generation & Verfication 

 Product Ranking 

3.1 USER REGISTRATION 

In client side user can enter all details. Then user can login using 
particular username and password. All the inserted also updated 
items are added into the product list. Then select user wanted 
items then add all items into cart products with count of the each 
item. A warning message will display in dialogue box when the  
customer type the quantity above the constraint value mentioned 
in the database. All selected items are displayed in the cart 
product list. Then purchase the required items. 
 
3.2 PURCHASE PORTAL 
Consumer buying behavior is the sum total of a consumer's 
attitudes, preferences, intentions and decisions regarding the 
consumer's behavior in the marketplace when purchasing a 
product or service. The study of consumer behavior draws upon 
social science disciplines of  sociology, and economics. At this 
stage, the consumer will make a purchasing decision. The 
ultimate decision may be based on factors such as price or 
availability. For example, our consumer has decided to purchase 
a particular model of car because its price was the best she could 
negotiate and the car was available immediately. 
 
3.3 SERVER 
The Server will monitor the entire User’s information in their 
database and verify them if required. Also the Server will store 
the entire User’s information in their database. Also the Server 
has to establish the connection to communicate with the Users. 
The Server will update the each User’s activities in its database. 
The Server will authenticate each user before they access the 
Application. So that the Server will prevent the Unauthorized 
User from accessing the Application.  
 
3.4 FEEDBACK 
Process in which the effect or output of an action is 'returned' 
(fed-back) to modify the next action. Feedback is essential to 
the working and survival of all regulatory mechanisms found 
throughout living and non-living nature, and in man-
made systems such as educationsystem,online shopping system 
and economy. As a two-way flow, feedback is inherent to all 
interactions, whether human-to-human, human-to-machine, or 
machine-to-machine. In an organizational context, feedback is 
the information sent to an entity (individual or a group) about 

its priorbehavior so that the entity may adjust its current and 
future behavior to achieve the desired result. Feedback occurs 
when an environment reacts to an action or behavior.  
 
3.5 OTP GENERATION AND VERIFICATION 
A one-time password (OTP) is a password that is valid for only 
one login session or transaction. OTPs avoid a number of 
shortcomings that are associated with traditional 
(static) passwords. The most important shortcoming that is 
addressed by OTPs is that, in contrast to static passwords, they 
are not vulnerable to replay attacks. This means that a potential 
intruder who manages to record an OTP that was already used to 
log into a service or to conduct a transaction will not be able to 
abuse it, since it will be no longer valid. On the downside, OTPs 
are difficult for human beings to memorize. Therefore they 
require additional technology to work.And verification the code 
sent to the mobile after that only feedback is accepted 
 
3.6 PRODUCT RANKING 
Based on the feedback value we rate the promising items. Then 
find out the promising items. Candidate item sets can be 
generated efficiently with only two scans of database. Mining 
high utility item sets from database refers to the discovery of 
item sets with high utility like profit. So the user can the 
feedback base product to purchas.this will be useful for the new 
user to by the product 

Architecture Diagram 

 

IV. EVALUATION METRICS 

The proposed system is evaluated by changing the input 

parameters to the system. The accuracy percentage of each 

cluster is calculated by using a simple formula, as in equation 4.1 
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  -------------------(4.1) 

The dataset used for evaluating contains around 300 unique 

records. Each record consists of an user id and feature rating of 

cars by the user. From this data record, the item which is rated by 

the user can be found. 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

Recommender system makes use of data mining techniques and 
prediction techniques to surprise the users with suggestions of 
their interest The future enhancement of this work are 
community detection for users with the context aware 
recommender system. This categories require enhanced  hybrid 
recommendation algorithm for providing the user with further 
efficeint recommended tips related to the community they are 
grouped. 
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